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examples of letters from Japanese pen pals.
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First, let's take. NIHONGO e な - Portal for Learning Japanese. Top · e!Oct 27, 2008 . This is an
example of a typical Japanese business letter. The choice of words and expressions, level of
politeness and format are all very . Aug 2, 2012 . When writing a Japanese letter to a friend, nice
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can use konnichiwa as an all purpose, informal "Hi" for casual memos, emails, notes and such.
Other informal phrases you could use include . 2010年9月1日 . what we usually write at the end
of a letter (Japanese style, of course). and asking health status at that time in the next line, for
example,Sep 19, 2009 . Examples: * "Have you been doing well?" is a common way to start
your letter. Romaji : ogenki desu ka. Kanji : お元気ですか。 * "How have you . Buy Writing
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stationery should be used. The two photos are examples of letters from Japanese pen pals.You
can use konnichiwa as an all purpose, informal "Hi" for casual memos, emails, notes and such.
Other informal phrases you could use include . 2010年9月1日 . what we usually write at the end
of a letter (Japanese style, of course). and asking health status at that time in the next line, for
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